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Like the rest of our RPM Air-Gap line, this new RPM Air-Gap manifold delivers outstanding performance
from 1500 to 6500 rpm using the same “Air-Gap” technology incorporated into our race-winning Victor
Series intake manifolds. This unique design separates the hot engine valley from the air/fuel mixture
for a cooler, denser charge and more power throughout the rpm range. This new manifold includes
standard oil fill and PCV provisions as well as early air conditioning support bracket accessory bosses.

RPM Air-Gap Manifolds for AMC Part No.
For 1970 & later AMC 304-401 c.i.d. engines........................................................................#7531*
For 1970 & later AMC 304-401 c.i.d. engines - Polished ....................................................#75311*
For 1967-69 AMC 290-390 c.i.d. engines.............................................................................#7530*

PERFORMER EPS 
INTAKE MANIFOLD 
FOR SMALL-BLOCK CHEVROLET
Designed for 1986 and earlier 262-400 cubic inch Chevys, the all-new
Performer EPS is optimized to deliver superior performance with Edelbrock
square-bore Performer Series carburetors. This small-block Chevy manifold
has an all-new runner design that’s “tuned” for peak torque around 3500 rpm
on a 350-inch engine, this manifold is ideal for power from off-idle to 5500
rpm. Dyno tests on aluminum prototypes showed definite power gains in
both horsepower and torque across the entire rpm range over existing
designs. Look for the all-new Performer EPS to “up the standards” in dual-plane intake manifold design.
Match with a dependable Edelbrock Performer Series carb for maximum performance gains.

Performer EPS Manifold for Chevrolet Part No.
For 1986 and earlier Chevy 262-400 c.i.d. engines ...........................................................................#2701*
For 1986 and earlier Chevy 262-400 c.i.d. engines - Polished .........................................................#27011*

®

SUPER VICTOR 8.7 MANIFOLD FOR FORD
This new Edelbrock Super Victor manifold is designed for high-rpm or competition Windsor Ford V8s with
an 8.7" deck height SVO block. Ideal for use in drag racing applications operating between 5000 and
9000 rpm, the new Super Victor #2934 has an “extra tall line of sight” runner layout for maximum flow.

Designed for square-bore carburetors, this single-plane manifold includes nitrous, rear cooling 
and throttle linkage bosses. Average runner cross sectional area is 3.1 square inches and port
openings are sized to match Fel Pro #1262 gaskets.

Super Victor 8.7 Intake Manifold Part No.
For 351 Windsor Ford V8s with a deck height of 8.7-inches .............................................................#2934*

Edelbrock Manifolds are the Only Intake Manifolds
Officially Licensed by NASCAR

VICTOR 440 MANIFOLD FOR CHRYSLER
For competition and high-rpm 413-426-440 c.i.d. Chrysler V8s, the Victor 440 has an all-new runner design
that delivers big power from 3500 to 7500 rpm. This single-plane intake manifold includes nitrous bosses and
is designed for bore square-bore carburetors. Dual carburetor bolt hole patterns are provided for both standard
and Thermo-Quad carbs, with sufficient carburetor pad material for conversion to a Thermo-Quad carburetor
for Super Stock Applications. Match this race-winning manifold with Edelbrock Performer RPM Chrysler 440
aluminum cylinder heads #6092 or #6018 for maximum performance. Will not fit 1962-64 Max Wedge heads.

Victor 440 Intake Manifold Part No.
For 413-426-440 Chrysler Engines.....................................................................................................#2954*

RPM Air-Gap Manifold #7531 

3-D engineering drawing 
of the all-new Performer EPS #2701 

Victor 440 
Manifold #2954

RPM AIR-GAP MANIFOLD FOR AMC

Super Victor 8.7 
Manifold #2934 *Not legal for sale or use on pollution-controlled motor vehicles.



Victor Jr. 70cc Cylinder 
Head #77389 VICTOR JR. 70CC HEAD

FOR SMALL-BLOCK FORD
With a 500+ hp potential out-of-the-box, these heads 

feature large volume, high-flowing 210cc intake ports and
.130" raised 75cc exhaust ports. The 70cc combustion chambers 

are ideal for turbocharged and supercharged applications that require a lower
static compression ratio. Features include CNC gasket-matched port entries and exits with

blended valve bowls. The spark plug holes and valves are in the stock location with a .150" raised
valve cover rail. A groove in the deck surface allows most roller lifters to be changed without removing heads.

Victor Jr. 70cc Head (single head) Part No.
For Competition Small-block Fords - Bare .........................................................................................#77389*
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PERFORMER RPM & VICTOR JR.
460 CJ CYLINDER HEADS

Designed for 1968-87 429/460 Fords and the SVO 514, these 460 CJ heads feature
75cc combustion chambers and machined profile Cobra Jet style intake port entries. The Victor Jr.

heads are sold complete with titanium retainers and high-quality valve springs suitable for use with solid
roller camshafts. Match Victor Jr. 460 CJ heads with an Edelbrock Victor Series intake for maximum power.
Performer RPM 460 CJ Cylinder Heads (single head) Part No.
For Ford 429-514 CJ engines - Complete with stainless steel valves .........................................#61649*
For Ford 429-514 CJ engines - Bare .................................................................................................#61659*
Victor Jr. 460 CJ Cylinder Heads (single head) Part No.
For Ford 429-514 CJ engines - Complete with titanium retainers & roller valve springs ........#61669*

Performer RPM 
460 CJ Head #61669 

with titanium retainers

PONTIAC DUAL QUAD 
P-65 MANIFOLDS
The new Pontiac dual-quad manifold is a direct
reproduction of the original Edelbrock Pontiac P-65
manifold delivering classic Edelbrock performance
from off-idle to 5500 rpm. Bosses at the rear of the
manifold accommodate brake booster, accessory
bracket and throttle linkage. The flanges match the
ports on the Edelbrock Performer RPM Pontiac heads
for proven performance. Not for HEI distributors.

Pontiac Dual-Quad Manifolds Part No.
For 326-455 Pontiac V8s (1965-79) ............#5450* 
For 326-455 Pontiac V8s - Polished...........#54501*

Dual-Quad Pontiac Manifold #5450

Edelbrock Victor Jr. 460 CJ heads beat 
a very popular competitor’s head by 65.7 hp 
and 57.5 ft/lbs. at 6000 rpm in back-to-back

dyno tests on a 514-inch engine!

VICTOR JR. 64CC HEAD
FOR S/B CHEVROLET
Ideal for entry level racers or high-end street, the
#7756 is a 64cc version of the popular Victor Jr. 23°
cylinder head. The 64cc combustion chamber yields
around 10.2:1 compression in a zero-deck flat-top
350-inch engine, and about 12.5:1 when used with a
12cc domed piston. Match with an Edelbrock Super
Victor #2925 manifold for maximum horsepower.

Victor Jr. 64cc Head (single head) Part No.
Bare .............................................................#77569*
Bare with valves (2.08"/1.60")....................#77579*
Complete: Hyd. Rlr or Flat Tappet Cams......#77589*
Complete: Roller Cams ................................#77599*

PERFORMER SERIES
ELECTRIC CHOKE 
500 CFM CARBURETOR
Like the rest of the popular Edelbrock square-bore

carburetor line, this 500 cfm carburetor
delivers smooth, dependable performance
right out of the box. The #1403 has an 
electric choke for a quicker install and better
driveability during warm-up. Match with an
Edelbrock Performer manifold on small
cubic-inch engines or use in dual-quad 
set-ups for optimum performance.

Performer Series Carb Part No.
500 cfm, electric choke .................#1403*

FUEL LINE & FILTER KIT
This convenient kit is designed for Edelbrock
Performer Series carbs and Edelbrock street pumps
with 3/8" NPT. Includes a chromed hard steel line
and high-quality Russell aluminum fuel filter. Pre-
fitted braided stainless steel line is sold separately.

Fuel LIne & Filter Kit Part No.
Universal Kit for Edelbrock EPS carbs ........#651100

Pre-Fitted Stainless Steel Lines Part No.
For Small-Block Chevys ..............................#651101
For Big-Block Chevys ..................................#651102
For Small-Block Fords.................................#651103

Edelbrock’s Fuel Line & Filter Kit
includes a Russell anodized 

aluminum fuel filter 

To Our Dealers:
As of January 2002, all Edelbrock heads 

will be sold as singles. Add a “9” to 
the end of the old 4-digit part number 

for the new single head number.

Victor Jr. 64cc Head #77569… Ideal for entry level racing or high-hp street

EPS carb #1403



MULTI-POINT FUEL INJECTION

PERFORMER RPM 
PRO-FLO EFI 
SYSTEMS FOR 
SMALL-BLOCK FORD 
Edelbrock high-performance multi-point 

electronic fuel injection systems include
everything needed to convert to fuel-

efficient EFI. Components include an 
assembled induction module (single-plane 

aluminum intake manifold, air valve, fuel rails and injectors), ECM with interchangeable chips, wiring harness,
all required sensors, Calibration Module, distributor and fuel pump. Using a speed/density system for control
over fuel and spark, all Edelbrock EFI Systems provide total engine control... without a laptop computer.

Performer RPM Pro-Flo EFI Systems for Ford Part No.
For 1964-72 Ford 289/302 engines...................................................................................................#3521*
For 1964-72 Ford 351-W engines......................................................................................................#3541*

®

PERFORMER RPM HYDRAULIC 
ROLLER CAMSHAFTS

Edelbrock Performer RPM cams are dyno-matched to Performer RPM Power Packages. Roller tappets reduce
friction, virtually eliminate break-in problems and permit higher valve velocities for increased performance.

Match with stock or Edelbrock hydraulic roller tappets.

Edelbrock Hydraulic Roller Camshafts only Part No.
For Small-block Chevrolet ........................................................................................#2201*
For Big-block Chevrolet............................................................................................#2261*
For Small-block Ford ................................................................................................#2221*

PERFORMER PRO-FLO EFI SYSTEM 
FOR UP TO 450 HP IN A BIG-BLOCK CHEVROLET

Incorporating the same powerful features as the Performer RPM Pro-Flo EFI #3550, this Performer EFI
System is designed specifically for producing up to 450 hp in a big-block Chevy. Matched with

either the stock or Edelbrock Performer cam, this package delivers torque across a broad
power band. Like all Edelbrock Pro-Flo EFI Systems, the new Performer Pro-Flo System
includes the exclusive, user-friendly Calibration Module for making adjustments without 

a laptop computer. Edelbrock’s fuel-efficient multi-point electronic fuel injection systems
deliver superior performance and the potential for improved mileage.

Performer Pro-Flo EFI Systems for Chevy Part No.
For 396-502 c.i.d. Chevys - up to 450 hp...........................................................................................#3551*

Pro-Flo EFI #3521 was installed on Edelbrock’s 1965
Mustang to test for streetability and dependability

Performer RPM Roller Cam #2201… Dyno-matched 
to the Edelbrock Performer RPM Power Package

Exclusive Calibration
Module… Included
with Edelbrock Pro-Flo

EFI… Provides Instant
“Adjustability” from the
Driver’s Seat with 
No Laptop Computer

PERFORMER RPM PRO-FLO EFI FOR 
S/B CHEVYS WITH VORTEC-STYLE HEADS
Designed for small-block Chevrolet engines with Vortec-style cylinder heads like the new
Edelbrock E-Tec aluminum heads, this multi-port electronic fuel injection system includes
everything needed to bolt on powerful and efficient fuel injection. Components include an
assembled induction module (single-plane manifold, 4V air valve, extruded aluminum fuel rails

and high-quality low-profile fuel injectors), ECM, wiring harness, all required sensors and a fuel pump. All
Edelbrock Pro-Flo EFI includes the Calibration Module for tuning of the system without a laptop computer.

Performer RPM Pro-Flo EFI Systems for Chevy Part No.
For 262-400 c.i.d. Chevys with Edelbrock E-Tec or Vortec-Style Heads............................................#3507*

3-D engineering drawing of the 
Pro-Flo EFI #3507 for Edelbrock E-Tec 
and Vortec-Style heads… This EFI System is 
also available on the new Edelbrock E-Tec Crate Engine

*Not legal for sale or use on pollution-controlled motor vehicles.

Performer Pro-Flo #3551

Pro-Flo EFI System for 351-W Fords #3541



THE SERIES ONE NOZZLE
The Edelbrock/Steele Series One nozzle is the most advanced in the

industry. With it’s unique fuel passage design (patent-pending), the Series One
nozzle gives the highest atomization of any nozzle on the market. This is the key to
the outstanding performance of the new Edelbrock/Steele Nitrous Systems. One of
the most effective ways to increase atomization is to increase the fuel pressure.
Incorporating this exclusive design, the Series One nozzle allows the use of up to 
60 lbs. of fuel pressure… over six times higher fuel pressure than the competition 
for a more complete burn process in the combustion chamber that results in more 
horsepower. Specially designed fuel outlets enhance atomization, even at lower fuel
pressures. Multiple radiuses are used at the nitrous outlet to give the least amount of
turbulence and a more precise nitrous spray. The unique fuel delivery angle ensures a
complete mixing of nitrous and fuel for optimum atomization.

EDELBROCK/STEELE
VICTOR SERIES ONE
NITROUS SYSTEMS
Do-It-Yourself Nitrous Systems
Victor Series One Systems are competition
proven. They include two extruded aluminum
rails, eight Series One nozzles, four solenoids,
lines, fittings, purge valves and jetting for 200 to
500 hp. Systems are designed for small-block
Chevy, big-block Chevy, small-block Ford, 440
Chrysler, 460 Ford, Pontiac and small-block
Chrysler with a Universal System for custom appli-
cations. Check our full line 2002 catalog for listings.

®

ALL-NEW! EDELBROCK/STEELE 
VICTOR SERIES ONE NITROUS SYSTEMS

Edelbrock has joined forces with 
veteran Pro Street racer Mike 
Steele to bring you the most 

innovative nitrous nozzle systems ever 
produced. This race proven, patent-pending nozzle has been in competition since

1997. Now, Edelbrock brings it to the marketplace with single- and multi-stage systems
and convenient pre-plumbed manifolds to cover hundreds of racing applications.

EDELBROCK/STEELE
VICTOR SERIES ONE
PRE-PLUMBED INTAKES 
for Small- and Big-Block Chevys
Pre-plumbed, single-plane Edelbrock intake 
manifolds include the innovative Edelbrock/Steele
Series One nozzle for maximum atomization 
and performance. Kits include a fully assembled 
manifold with fuel/nitrous billet aluminum rails,
solenoids, nozzles, lines and jets for 200 to 500 hp…
you get a complete system, right out-of-the-box.

Pre-Plumbed Manifolds with 
Victor Series One Nitrous System Part No.
Small-block Chevy (Super Victor #2925).....#72925*
Big-block Chevy (Victor #2917)...................#72927*

Fuel exits
here and

hits Nitrous
for total 
atomization

Nitrous
exits here

Pre-plumbed small-block
Chevy manifold 
#72925

Victor Series One Universal System

Victor Jr.
Plate System

#70055

Superior, more even distribution
of nitrous and fuel throughout  

the plenum

EDELBROCK VICTOR JR. PLATE SYSTEM
400+ Horsepower, Patent-Pending Design from Edelbrock
This all-new Edelbrock nitrous system has superior distribution characteristics for 400+ more hp 

in competition engines. Dyno tests on a 500-inch Chevy proved that even at 400 hp settings, EGTs
remained within less than 100° F variance from cylinder-to-cylinder. Features include shorter spray
bars allowing more liquid nitrous to be injected into the intake for more even distribution across
the plenum, a more balanced air/fuel ratio and a quicker response time. With four nitrous and

four fuel jets, the Edelbrock Victor Jr. Plate System has more tuning capabilities than any plate system 
currently available. This efficient design, with a plate that’s only 9/16" thick, uses less nitrous than 

conventional plate systems at the same horsepower levels. Kits include everything shown here plus a 
10-lb. nitrous bottle (shipped empty), jet selection and all necessary hardware for a complete installation.

Victor Jr. Plate System Part No.
For 4500 Series carburetors ...............................................................................................................#70055*
For Standard Flange Square-Bore carburetors ..................................................................................#70056*

First Nitrous System 
that Works with 60 lbs. 

of Fuel Pressure

First Nitrous System 
that Works with 60 lbs. 

of Fuel Pressure



Rebuildable
Muffler
#55381

ACURA STRUT TOWER
BRACE #5272
Edelbrock Strut Tower Braces fully triangulate the
front sub-structure area for more precise steering
input, better alignment and reduced front end flexing
for the ultimate in cornering power and control.
Black powder-coating protects metal 
from the elements.

RACE 
MUFFLER 

Made of stainless steel inside and outside, these JG
Edelbrock mufflers are rebuildable and can be easily
mounted to the header collector or by cutting off the
turn down on the JG Edelbrock Racing B-Pipe and
slipping it on. Straight-through core design provides
superior flow without restriction.

Rebuildable Muffer Part No.
Race Muffler with 3" inlet/outlet.................#55381
Rebuild Kit ...................................................#55881

FORD FOCUS PRO-FLO
HEADERS #4748
Designed for the 2001 Ford Focus ZX3 with 2.0 Z-Tec
4-cylinder engine, these headers have great features
such as CNC mandrel-bent tubes and laser-cut
flanges. Made of 16-gauge ceramic coated steel,
dyno tests proved that these headers beat the
stock manifold by over 15 ft/lbs. of torque on an
automatic transmission equipped Focus and over
5 ft/lbs. with manual transmission. In both cases,
the torque curve was improved across the rpm
range. Catalytic converter stays in stock location.
Street legal, E.O. # pending.

VICTOR X INTAKE MANIFOLD 
FOR HONDA/ACURA ENGINES

Optimized for maximum power from 7000 to 10,000+ rpm, this JG Edelbrock Victor X
manifold is designed for turbo and all-motor applications on the Honda/Acura B-Series

engine. Engineered for high-performance and race set-ups, this manifold has four additional
bosses for nitrous or fuel injectors. Victor X is 7.5 lbs. lighter than stock and accepts oversized throttle bodies

out-of-the-box. Match with the JG Edelbrock 65mm throttle body for maximum power.

Victor X Manifolds For B18C VTEC For B18C5/B16A For B18B1 LS
Standard Finish.............................................................#4760......................#4764..........................#4767
Polished ........................................................................#47601....................#47641........................N/A
Standard Finish with Secondary Fuel Rails..................#4761......................#4765..........................#4768
Polished with Secondary Fuel Rails .............................#47611....................#47651........................N/A

®

THROTTLE BODY 
FOR 1.8L ACURA
Designed by JG Edelbrock and
built by Magnetti Marelli
Powertrain USA, a major
manufacturer of
OEM throttle bod-
ies, these throttle
bodies are superi-
or in quality and
performance.
Magnetti Marelli USA uses
sophisticated machinery to electronically set the butterflies
and throttle position sensors for absolute accuracy. All
throttle bodies include brand new throttle position sensors
that are ready to go, right out of the box. With a 25% larger
bore area than stock, JG Edelbrock throttle bodies
increase performance substantially and bolt to the
stock manifold with mounts for stock sensors and vacuum
lines. Coming soon for most Acuras. E.O. number pending.

Throttle Body & Gaskets for 1.8L Part No.
For Integra GSR ...........................................#4790
For 1996-01 Type R Integras.......................#4789

PERFORMER IAS 
SHOCKS FOR HONDA
Edelbrock shocks incorporate the patented Inertia
Active System for tight handling, a great ride and
awesome launches. It’s a revolutionary design that
delivers performance you won’t get with other
shocks. Built by Edelbrock, a 30-day money back
guarantee and lifetime limited warranty is included.
Adjustable ride height from stock to 1-3/4" lowered.

Year & Model Front Rear
1996-00 Honda Civic .............#33720...........#34721
1992-95 Honda Civic .............#33720...........#34720
1993-97 Honda Del Sol..........#33720...........#34720
1994-01 Acura Integra...........#33720...........#34720

JG Edelbrock
Parts Win

Races!

Check Out the All-New 
JG Edelbrock Catalog with 
Brake Lines, Fuel Filters,
Racing B-Pipe and More!

Ford Focus Headers #4748

Polished
Victor X

Manifold
#47601

The JG Edelbrock Acura Strut Tower Brace #5272 fully triangulates 
the front sub-structure area for more precise handling

#4790



®

Camaro/Firebird Shorty Headers #6573

Street Rod shocks #33229/34229

1997-02 Corvette shocks #33018/34018

NEW PERFORMER IAS MONO-TUBE SHOCKS
Edelbrock Performer IAS shocks are now available for over 300 cars, trucks and Sport Utility Vehicles.
Manufactured and tuned for each application by Edelbrock in the USA, Performer IAS mono-tube shocks are
now available for popular performance, muscle and sports cars including Corvettes, Cobras, Camaros and
more. The new Club Race Style shocks have a larger 5/8" rod and are tuned for aggressive driving in events
such as slalom or vintage road racing. Here’s a sample of what’s new.

Application Front-Rear
1994-01 Dodge Ram 1500 and 2500 4x4 with 3" lift ...............................................................#63504-64504
1964-74 Barracuda, Challenger, Charger, Coronet, Magnum XE, Roadrunner..........................#33840-34840
1963-65 AC/Shelby 289 Cobra - Club Race Style ...................................................................#33781-34781
1966-67 AC/Shelby 427 Cobra - Club Race Style ...................................................................#33780-34780
1965-66 Shelby Mustang GT350 - Club Race Style ................................................................#33782-34782
1964-70 Shelby Mustang GT350, Mustang and Mercury Cougar.............................................#33214-34214
1971-73 Mustang and Mercury Cougar ....................................................................................#33232-34214
1993-02 Chevy Camaro.............................................................................................................#33031-34031
1973-77 Chevy Chevelle, Malibu, El Camino, Monte Carlo (including SS) ................................#3379-3479
1997-02 Chevy Corvette with non-adjustable shocks and Z-06 ..............................................#33018-34018
1989-96 Chevy Corvette............................................................................................................#3340-3440
1988 Chevy Corvette .................................................................................................................#33020-3440
1984-87 Chevy Corvette............................................................................................................#33004-34004
1963-82 Chevy Corvette............................................................................................................#33028-34028
1973-77 Chevy Monte Carlo......................................................................................................#3379-3479
1968-74 Chevy Nova .................................................................................................................#3376-34029
1974 Pontiac GTO ......................................................................................................................#3376-34029
1973 Pontiac GTO ......................................................................................................................#3379-3479
1964-67 Sunbeam Tiger - Club Race Style .............................................................................#33880-34880
1928-48 Street Rod - with beam-style front axle and coil-over rear axle ...............................#33229-34229

Cobra shocks #33780/34780

Upper Trailing Arm #5247

Mustang Sub-Frame 
Connector #5291

HEAVY DUTY TIE ROD SLEEVES
Heavy Duty Edelbrock Tie Rod Sleeves offer positive steering improvement. They are manufactured from solid
steel hex stock then zinc plated for durability and corrosion resistance. Three part numbers cover most AMC,
GM and Ford/Mercury applications. Check our full-line 2002 automotive catalog for a complete listing.

MUSTANG SUB-FRAME
CONNECTORS #5291
These connectors weld directly to the front and rear 
subframes to eliminate chassis flex, for improved handling.
They incorporate a seat mount reinforcing bracket 
as well as transmission crossmember reinforcing 
plates to greatly strengthen the 1994-01 Mustang chassis.

ADJUSTABLE UPPER
TRAILING ARMS
These heavy-duty adjustable trailing arms allow easy
pinion angle adjustments for optimum straight line
acceleration and better handling. Adjustments can be
made without removing the arms from the vehicle.
Simply loosen the jam nuts and adjust pinion 
angle. A greasable spherical ball end allows rear 
suspension to move freely without bushing bind.

Upper Trailing Arms (pair) Part No.
For 1978-88 A/G Body .................................#5247
For 1968-72 A/G Body .................................#5248
For 1964-67 A/G Body .................................#5249

CAMARO/FIREBIRD
SHORTY HEADERS #6573
Designed for 2000-02 Camaros and Firebirds with 5.7L
LS1 V8s, these Edelbrock Shorty Headers will bolt
directly to the factory catalytic converter with no cut-
ting or welding required for installation. Features 
include provisions for A.I.R./E.G.R., laser-cut flanges,
CNC mandrel-bent tubing for superior flow and nickel 
chrome-plated finish. Currently 50-state street legal for 
2000 models (E.O. #D-215-50), an emissions legal 
status is pending for all other years. Edelbrock Shorty 
Headers… a premium line of exhaust for outstanding
performance and quality.



BILLET
ALUMINUM 
OIL FILL CAPS
These push-in style Oil Fill
Caps are machined from
6061 T6 billet aluminum,
then polished and clear
anodized for durability. The
Edelbrock logo is laser-etched on the top.

Aluminum Oil Fill Caps Part No.
Dome-style piston, fits 1-1/4" holes ...........#4406
Flat top-style piston, fits 1-1/4" holes ........#4407

NEW CRATE
ENGINES
Now, there are three

new Edelbrock Crate
Engines to choose from.
These small-block Chevys
have the same high-quality
features as the rest of the
Edelbrock line such as all-
new GM short blocks and
MSD distributors. Each one of
these engines are customized
with dyno-matched Edelbrock
parts for proven performance.
The new E-Tec Crate Engines are
based on the GM ZZ short block. They
include red roller rocker arms made by Crane Cams,
an Edelbrock Performer RPM hydraulic roller lifter cam
and other powerful Edelbrock parts including the new
Edelbrock E-Tec heads. Choose from two versions:
The E-Tec carbureted engine with the new RPM Air-
Gap Vortec manifold #7516 and an 800 cfm Performer
Series carburetor for 420 hp or the E-Tec EFI engine
with the new Performer RPM Pro-Flo Multi-Point EFI
for a stout 430 hp right out-of-the-box.
Edelbrock Dual-Quad Crate Engines deliver
a dependable 320 hp using a brand new
GM Goodwrench short block. The
engine assembly includes new
cast-aluminum pistons, a 
precision-machined crank 
and 4-bolt main block. The
Performer camshaft is matched
to the compression ratio,
manifold and 500 cfm carbs
for great performance from
idle to 5500 rpm.
All Edelbrock Crate Engines 
are available with a polished
manifold, heads and water pump
or with a standard finish. Choose
from eight Edelbrock Victor Series aluminum 
water pumps to complete your engine.

UNITED
WE

STAND

Edelbrock Corporation
Torrance, CA 90503

www.edelbrock.com
Brochure #0213

Printed October 2001MICROSWITCH
AND BRACKET
Designed especially for Edelbrock
and Holley carbs, these kits
include a CNC-machined,
anodized billet aluminum bracket.

Microswitch & Bracket Kits Part No.
For Edelbrock carburetors...........................#72280
For 4500 Series carburetors .......................#72281
For Holley standard-flange carburetors ......#72282

NITROUS
POWER
PANEL
#72283 
FOR 5.0L
MUSTANGS 
Perfect for street or strip,
this brushed aluminum

power panel hides in the ashtray of your Mustang.
It contains the highest quality switches available,
plus high temp TXL wire for maximum durability 
and performance. Fully fused and insulated.

Power Panel in 
’94 Mustang

#72280

304 SERIES MUFFLERS
Made from high-quality 304 stainless that can be
polished, these mufflers are available now for cars
with minimum ground clearance. The high-flow core
design delivers an awesome performance sound…
go to www.edelbrock.com/exhaustsounds.

304 Series Stainless Steel Mufflers Part No.
2-1/4" center-in/out ...................................#5556
2-1/4" center-in/offset-out (left) .................#5557
2-1/4" center-in/offset-out (right) ...............#5558

304 Series muffler… shown polished

#4407

PRO-FLO EFI NITROUS
SYSTEM #70070
This “wet-style” plate design, which injects both
nitrous and fuel through the spray bars, is designed
to work with Edelbrock Pro-Flo EFI Systems with no
modifications. Adjustable from 100 to 150 hp, this kit
comes with the parts needed for a quick and easy
installation. This new nitrous system has the same
great features as our current systems such as 
stainless steel jets and solenoids.

#4406

New Edelbrock 
Nitrous Systems
Now available for PT Cruisers, Ford Focus,
Mustang 4.6L, Camaro LT-1 and More!

Cool piston
top design!

®


